
RV SUPER WASHRV SUPER WASHRV SUPER WASH 
PRODUCT INFORMATION

Desciption/Application
The Australian outback represents both the beauty and harshness of nature. Outback 
Cleaning Products understand this and have created a product line that cuts through the 
elements whilst protecting the environment. 

The team works in the outback and know the unique challenges their customers face. 
One of the most universal challenges when travelling through the outback? Red dirt 
stains on your RV or Caravan. With only acidic options in the market that damage the 
sensitive surface of your decals and Perspex, customers were having to pick between 
permanent red-dirt stains or peeling, damaged surfaces on their precious vehicle.

The solution? Outback’s RV Super Wash. 

This product has been specially formulated to dissolve iron ore and red dirt quickly 
and efficiently without using dangerous chemicals or damaging the sensitive surfaces 
on your RV or Caravan.  It is made with an acid-free, environmentally sustainable 
solution that can be used safely on a wide range of surfaces from painted to plastic to 
aluminium. 

RV Super Wash is a highly versatile product that can be used on any surface of your 
Vehicle making it the ideal solution for the keen travellers making their way across the 
expansive landscape.

Benefits
•   Environmentally sustainable, acid-free solution

•   Can be used on a number of surfaces and safe on decals, perspex and aluminium.

•   Removes red dirt stains easily and quickly

•   Perfect for Caravans, RV and trailers.

Directions for use
1. Dilute as per recommended dilution rate on the Product label.

2. Spray, brush or snow foam onto the surface being cleaned till it is saturated.

3. Agitate solution onto the surface being cleaned with a stiff-bristled brush, Broom or 
microfibre cloth.

4. Allow approximately 5 minutes dwell time to enable the RV Super Wash to penetrate 
the dirty surface. 5. Agitate the surface again lightly.

6. Rinse with a high-pressure washer or hose until all solution, and Red Dirt has been 
removed from the surface.

Health & Safety
Prolonged use wear gloves. Avoid contact with eyes. First Aid: if swallowed, DO NOT 
induce vomiting. Give a glass of water and seek medical attention. Contact Poisons 
Information Centre 

(Ph. 13 11 26 from anywhere in Australia) or contact doctor at once. If in eyes, hold 
eyelids apart ad flush the eye  continuously  with running water. Continue flushing 
until advised to stop by the Poisons information Centre or a doctor. Or at least 15 
minutes.

HAZARD STATEMENTS: H315 Causes skin irritation. H318 Causes serious eye irritation.

H401 Toxic to aquatic life.

Please see Safety data sheet for additional infomation*

Packaging

 Product Code

 750ml  Outback RV Super Wash OC02.750 

 5L Outback RV Super Wash OC02.5

 15L Outback RV Super Wash OC02.15
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